Mat Chat

January 31, 2017

Pairs League
The Wednesday Pairs League has begun the second series for this season. The pairs in this
series are Wayne Jones & Elly Warren, Diane Harry & Carol Rondeau, Dan Jansen & Berkley
Lambert, Mary Watson & Carol Williams, and Paul McHoull & Paul Rondeau.

Top Scores for December
Here are the scores for January. The top scores are those members who scored 50% or
more based on a minimum of 9 games.
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Birthdays
At the end of January we celebrated those members whose birthdays are in January;
Brenda Cooper, David Klooz, Berkley Lambert, Ray Pettit and Paul Rogers: and those
members whose birthdays are in May; Jim Cooper, Diane Harry, Rory MacCon, Pauline
Meyler, Heather Quick, Elly Warren, and Mary Watson.

Present for the photograph from left to right are: Berkley Lambert,
Paul Rogers, Brenda Cooper, David Klooz, Ray Pettit, Diane Harry and
Elly Warren.
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Tea
Thank you to Heather Pettit and Joan Klooz for getting the cake and draw prizes and setting up for
the tea and collecting the money. Thanks also to Mary McHoull for her help in the serving and to all
who helped with the clean up. Following the tea and cake, President Paul McHoull presented the
three prizes for the winners of the draw.

Paul and Carol Williams

Paul and Jenny Ley

Paul and George McLeod
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Finally

During a lull between the speeches at the recent presidential swearing-in ceremony,
Melania Trump leaned over to chat with the Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson. "Ya know, I
bought Donald a parrot for Christmas. That bird is so smart, Donald has already taught him
to pronounce over two hundred words!""Wow, that's pretty impressive," said Tillerson,
"but, you do realize that he just speaks the words, ...he doesn't really understand what
they mean.""Oh, I know," Melania replied, "Neither does the parrot."

An elderly couple were walking about the streets of their home, Moscow. They each feel
drops of moisture on their faces. The man says that it is snowing, but his wife is convinced
that it's raining. Finally, they see General Rudolph walking by, and the woman calls him
over to settle the dispute. The general says it's definitely rain. The man doesn't believe
him. Sighing, his wife tells him, "Rudolph the Red knows rain, dear."

Two men were walking through the desert. They were nearly out of water when they
saw three tents in the distance. The hurried over to see if they could get some water. In
the first tent they were told, "I'm sorry we only have trifle." In the second tent, again,
"I'm sorry we only have trifle." They went into the third tent and again asked for water
only to be told, "I'm sorry we only sell trifle." As they walked on, one turned to the other
and said, "That was a trifle bazaar."

A man with a cucumber in his ear, a carrot in his nose, and a tomato in his eye walks into
the doctor's office. He says, "Doc, I'm not feeling well. What's wrong with me?"The doctor
says, "First of all, you're not eating right...."
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